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Abstract: 

This surveys Land Cover/Land use platforms along with the big data analytics and assesses the 

advantages and drawbacks of based on every platforms of scalability, data I/O rate, fault tolerance, real 

time processing, data size data size and iterative task supported. The earth surface is rapidly changing 
every day due to certain natural reasons and other impacts by society. Over few decades the remote 

sensing and GIS (Geographic Information System) are the hottest topic for evolving the environments 

from the earth. The enlargement of several world wide modifications related to the nature of earth, LULC 
changes are considered as the matter of utmost importance in the natural atmosphere and it has became 

the interesting area to be studied by researcher on various process like pre-processing, classification and 

prediction. the flow of LULC change analysis process, the challenges faced during each process by the 
researchers are discussed. The main objective of this paper is to provide an in depth analysis of different 

platforms available for performing data analytics in Land Use/ Land Cover. 

Keywords: Land use, land cover, remote sensing, GIS, OSM.  

1. Introduction 

Traditionally, humanoids devise remained altering the land to acquire the basics for their 

existence; however the amount of utilization existed is not similar as current situation. Current quick level 

of utilization has carried unparalleled variations in environments and ecological procedures at resident, 
county and worldwide scales. At present, use of land/ cover of land variations involve the ecological fears 

of humanoid people including change in climate, biodiversity exhaustion and water pollution, loam and 

air. Nowadays, the observing and refereeing the adversative concerns of land cover/land use alteration 
while supporting the manufacture of vital properties has convert a key precedence of scholars and strategy 

creators around the biosphere [1]. 

Mapping and classifying the covering of land is an essential phase in accepting the systems 

Earth’s biophysical as shown in figure 1. Information of the region and dissemination of nature 

habitation, for illustration, handling and justifying of growth are influences on sheltered and imperilled 
sorts. Likewise, info on the region, kind, and outline of roads, buildings, and additional impermeable land 

cover expedites. 
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Figure 1: Finding levels of land use maps (Google Courtesy) 

 

  Classification of land use structures naturally discloses both usage of land and cover of land. A 
key usage of land sorting scheme established by the USGS (United States Geological Survey) has 

numerous stages of sorting. The groupings inside these stages are organized in a nested pecking order. 

The maximum combined sorting (level I) contains wide usage of land types, like ‘built-up and urban’ or 
‘agriculture’ land shown in figure 2. This stage of sorting is normally used for provincial and former large 

scale claims. Indoors each level I period is a quantity of further detailed in level II usage of land and 

cover of land modules. For illustration, the ‘built-up and urban’ session contains ‘residential,’ ‘industrial’ 

and ‘commercial’ subclasses. Inside each level II modules, even other exhaustive sessions are distinct and 
plotted. The modules within every stage are commonly limited and extensive. The position within the 

mapped region can be categorized into solitary and only one session inside respective stage. Unruffled 

these stages of sorting include a categorized scheme for labelling, observing and predicting usage of land 
and cover of land modification. This consistent, classification of multilevel scheme agrees spatially 

obvious associations of usage of land catalogues shown over period. 

 

 
Figure 2: LULC levels (Google Courtesy) 

 Use of Land alterations is a straight outcome of the institutions; technologies are the ethics of human 

culture. Precarious ecological assets can be secure by aiming development and growth for further 

appropriate regions aided by public structure. By the public or metropolitan scale, planning of land use 

regulates the localities of innovative residential developments, commercial, recreation areas, industrial, 
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roads and further land usages as shown in figure 4. Metropolitan usage of land design is one-way 
administration shelters welfare, safety, and public health. Use of Land design inside the municipal region 

is progressively vital in protective ecological value. By the tract or location measure, use of land design 

defines the localities of different pedestrian, vehicle circulation systems and buildings, and additional 

built essentials. Location scale design is started by agencies, corporations, and by individuals or 
departments of federal governments, state and local. Use of Land principles, resident markets in real-

estate, and ethnic and physiographic qualities all effect, to changing grades, a site’s capability to provide 

lodgings a specific land use platform. Zoning regulations and further local enigmas may decree tolerable 
uses of land, building elevations and solidities, the position of buildings on the location as figure 6. 

Regional and state procedures might affect an innumerable of use of land design choices. 

  Methods of conventional ground in mapping land use are intensive labour, consuming of time and 
are complete irregularly. These maps quickly become invalid through the way of period in a fast altering 

situation. In current era, remote sensing satellite methods have been advanced, which have shown to 

remain huge worth 54 for making exact land cover/land use maps and observing variations at even 

intervals of period. Although spectral and spatial heterogeneity encounters municipal locations, remote 
sensing appears as appropriate basis of reliable info around the various surfaces of municipal environment 

[2].Through the arrival of the initial satellite named as Landsat 1 remote sensing by 1972 several land use 

land cover reading has remained commenced. These readings were directed in numerous regions with 
agricultural area, urban regions, and mining area. For illustration, Singh [3] has complete detail revision 

on the influence of mining of coal and thermal control industry on use of land design in nearby coalfields 

Singrauli by means of GIS and Remote Sensing data. Land use of Database was arranged for years 1975, 
1986 and 1991 are named as multi-temporal, multispectral data of LANDSAT MSS and TM by means of 

PAMAP GIS software. The training exposed that regions mining and land in build-up improved from 

1975 to 1991. Nearby the considerable harm in forest and agricultural land as illustrated in figure 5 which 

remained in speedy development of the region. 
  Thus, the scrutiny of affected variations of land cover/land use at worldwide as shown in figure 3, 

central and resident stages advance to discover the scope of imminent variations, the existing information 

of geospatial on designs and styles in land cover/land use are frolicking a vital role. Images of remote 
sense deliver an effective fund of locating data on temporal developments and spatial dispersal of 

municipal regions desired for modelling, understanding and projecting changes of land [58]. In 

circumstance of unreachable areas, this method is conceivably one of the techniques to find the essential 

data on a price and period actual foundation. 

 
Figure 3: LULC maps example (Google Courtesy) 
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Figure 4: INDIA LULC classification (Google Courtesy) 

 
Figure 5: Forest and Cultivation LULC classification (Google Courtesy) 

 

 
Figure 6: Classification of buildings and Roads (Google Courtesy) 

 

1.1 Criteria for land cover and land use classification  

  A classification of land cover and land use system can efficiently service high-altitude and orbital 
data in remote sensor would encounter the ensuing principles [4]:  
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1. At least 85% of the data in remote sensor is categorised in land cover and land use to identify the 
interpretation accuracy in minimum level. 

2. The exactness of clarification for the numerous groups would be approximately identical.  

3. The outcomes would be repetitive or repeatable and it is accessible from one interpreter to a 

different and from one period of sensing to alternative.  
4. The cataloguing scheme would be relevant over widespread zones.  

5. The category would license the vegetation and additional sorts of land cover remain used as 

alternates for action.  
6. The cataloguing scheme would be appropriate for use through data of remote sensor attained at 

altered periods of the year. 

7. The Effective usages of subdivisions are acquired from ground analyses or from the usage of 
higher scale or improved data in remote sensor would be possible.  

8. Collections of groups need to be possible.  

9. Evaluation with upcoming land use information would be conceivable.  

10. Various usages of land would be predictable when potential. Approximately these principles 
would smear to land cover and land use cataloguing in common, nearly the conditions apply 

mainly to land cover and land use information understood from data remote sensor. 

 

 Remote Sensing in the Domain 

 

  Formerly, sheet of topographic and tracing paper are used to trace the land cover/ land use while 
there was not having hope on data of remotely sense and the assist of computers. Then this technique was 

deadly and reviewing huge regions essential portion of exertion and period. The methods of Conventional 

ground for mapping land use are intensive labor, consuming the time and are 2 complete less habitually. 

Consequently, with the initiation of techniques in remote sensing satellite, making exact land cover land 
use maps and observing alterations at fixed intermissions of stage is comparatively humbler. In 

circumstance of unreachable area, the single technique of attaining essential information is related to this 

method. Nowadays technology like GIS and remote sensing has permitted biologists and regular assets 
executives to attain appropriate information and witness weekly variations. Through multi temporal 

studies, remote sensing offers a sole standpoint of how countryside area progresses. The most significant 

component for plotting land use alteration owing to removal at aptitude to differentiate among rural 

usages (agricultural, jungles and body of water) and diggings. “In a real-world techniques of Remote 
sensing can be engaged to sort types of land use, efficient and repetitive approach, over hefty expanses 

 

2. Spatial Big Data Analysis 

Big Data [5] stands are especially considered to hold immeasurable sizes of information that 
originate to the scheme at high speeds and varied changes. These big data stages generally contain 

variable servers, databanks and commercial intellect utensils that permit scientists of data to operate 

information to discover styles and designs. 

In virtual world GIS is denoted through line, graph, polygon, and points. Handling of these 
datasets is always a challenging task to establish it as a field. Handling of this enormous information 

constantly remained a general upended difficult not merely in customary IT (Information and 

Technology) region nevertheless in the domain of Geo-Spatial. Though current expansion in both 
software and hardware substructure has permitted handling of vast datasets. This takes certain big thrust 

and novel way to those trades which remained flawed by gentle data processing abilities. Industry of GIS 

as entirely covering overdue to use this chance. McKinsey reported growth in big data resolve usual a 

novel wave of invention. This invention has handled across the sector of IT. Invention in GIS and Big 

data will carry lot of novel performers hooked on the market.   
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Industry of GIS consumes its self-nomenclature though commerce with Big data. Enormous 
datasets are named as SBD (Spatial Big Data). Big data is conservatively distinct by 3 V’s: Variety, 

Volume and Velocity. Domain of Spatial is facing the difficult in growth of size, variability and 

frequency of update, which remain beyond the volume of the normally used techniques of spatial 

computing, manufacture, methods and solutions in software. 

Historically, data of spatial type is Raster, Graph and Vector; SBD is fetching dominant in all the 
three types. Raster sort of SBD contains image of satellite, climate imitation, numerous and coordinate 

image with drone system. Vector sort of SBD contains data of Taxi of Uber, geo located data from 

twitter, data of GPS etc. Graph type of SBD contains electric grid data, data of road network, data of 
supply chain network, and data of drone network. SBD derives through its own tasks, the tasks has lack of 

specific schemes, methods and procedures to care each kind of SBD. Well-built utensils and models of 

big data such as technique of Map-Reduce, software of Hadoop, Hive, Spark, HBase does not sustain data 
directly in Spatio or spatial temporal [MJ14]. Further most SBD are handled either as data of non-spatial 

or treated by means of some wrapping task which does not carry down processing of data in time. 

Drawback existing in this scheme has interested numerous investigators to originate through 

allowances, produces and planning which might aid to conduct the data of spatial in effective way. These 

contain Hadoop Spatial, Hadoop Tools for ESRI, GIS and Hadoop, systems of Parallel DB like Couch 

DB, Secondo etc. 

Processing of Big Data Spatial  

21stcenturialis initiated with exponential growth of technology and science, this ensued in 

detonation of information. Information has variability, volume, virtualization velocity, valence and value 
features involved with it. Currently, most of the information not ever analysed and most of period it was 

rejected. Here there is no method of operation completely use this enormous information. This condition 

originated to recognize “Problem of Big Data”. Problems of Big Data not merely stretched gate for 

companies of IT extended sustainability, administration, research, economy, development, and health care 
all the trades run on machine domain as termed by C.L. Philip Chen at 2014 in his article. This difficult 

also given chance for several organizations to resolve “problem of Big Data” in specific technique; such 

as using GFS Google solved, Social media massive Facebook used on its specific Big Data approach and 
it prepared by Wal-Mart. Furthermore, early problem of Big Data remained not in domain of Geo Spatial. 

Though problem of big data did trace NASA’s Centre for Simulation of Climate and LSST (Large 

Synoptic Survey Telescope). 

 

3. Related work 

 

  LULC (Land Use/ Land Cover) in residential regions is regularly a medley of human encouraged 

uses of land; setup (bridges, roads, railways), agricultural land, built-up area, waste land, water-
bodies/drainage etc. Consequently, methods of conventional ground use of land mapping become labor 

concentrated and time intense. These records quickly become invalid through the passageway of period, 

mainly in a hurriedly altering situation. In circumstance, rendering to Olorunfemi [6], observing 
variations and time sequence study is rather tough with customary technique of measuring. In the past 3 

epochs there are huge amounts of revisions are available on LULC conversion. Numerous authors devise 

strongly discussed that LULC variation in urban region is altered from a non-urbanized region. Urban 

regions are primarily shielded with impermeable region or built-up region with distributed & uneven 
natural region. 
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  Cover of Land can be changed by services other than anthropogenic. For example, events of 
Nature like flooding, weather, climate fluctuations, fire and ecosystem variations might also pledge 

alterations upon cover of land. Here the attendant influences on land shield from human actions like lakes 

and forest injured by acid rain after fossil fuel ignition and yields adjacent cities injured through 

tropospheric ozone resultant from automobile consume [7]. 
  Occurrence of low budget images of satellite from Global Land Cover Capability planning (http) 

has today complete it conceivable to reading the historic LULC information and observer variations at 

unvarying intermissions of period. At 1972, take-off of the primary remote sensing Landsat-1satellite was 
initiated, LULC readings were accepted out on dissimilar rules for diverse consumers. Xiaomei [8] noted 

that info around alteration is essential for apprising land cover plots and the controlling of regular 

resources. 
  Prakasam [9] calculated land cover/land use modification over an age of 40 years at Tamil Nadu 

in taluk of Kodaikanal, now this revision major variation are observed similar region under land built-up 

and land harvesting has improved while the region underwater body and forest has reduced. Javed and 

Khan [10] calculated use of land/ cover of land alteration through owing to mining events between 2001 
to 2010. The revision exposes the momentous reduction has remained perceived in dark forest region, 

land for cultivation and water body, though clearance, uncultivated land and waste land have improved 

chiefly owing to anthropogenic events. 
  Land cover/Land use alteration recognition procedure to classify the changes in the national of an 

entity or occurrence by spotting it at dissimilar periods [3]. Change discovery is a significant procedure in 

observing and handling natural properties and municipal growth since it affords measureable examination 
of the spatial dispersal of the people of attention. Macleod and Congation (1998) have listed 4 aspects of 

change recognition which are vital when observing natural means. They primarily exclude identifying the 

variations that devise happened; furthermore, detecting the change in nature; thirdly, calculating the 

region scope of the alteration and finally, measuring the spatial design of the alteration. The origin of 
consuming data of remote sensing for change recognition is that variations in cover of land outcome in 

variations in warmth principles which can remain remotely sensed. Methods to make modification 

recognition with image of satellite have developed various as an outcome of growing flexibility in 
deploying digital information and growing computer control. 

  The author Sarath, Nagalakshmi and Jyothi [11] has analysed the hyperspectral image 

classification and mentioned what is hyperspectral image and its history of the image how it generated 

and its features like spectral, spatial, multitemporal and multisensory information and algorithms to apply 
per pixel, sub pixel and per field, contextual and multiple classifiers. 

  While most of mechanism is restricted to optical information, as illustrated RGB or images of 

multispectral, the mixture of heterogeneous information coats has examined in numerous workings. 
Especially, multimodal handling of exact images with high resolution has effectively applied to a mixture 

of deep structures and super pixel sorting [12], whereas deep context for the union of video and data of 

multispectral was offered [13]. Mixture of multi-temporal information for joint process and variation 
discovery was examined [14]. Assorted data merging was discovered over deep structures varied with 

handmade structures for random forest organization [15], and advanced exhausting end-to-end networks 

of deep [16] for RGB and LiDAR information, and [17] for SAR and hyperspectral information. 

Here author, Yang and Rottensteriner [18] has proposed an improved method for the cataloguing 
of land used objects built on CNN and introduced a two division network one is emphases on whole 

image to excerpt an illustration of global and further is focused on minor related region called ROI. The 

outcomes have visualized integration of data around object outlines by merging two diverse pre-
processing schemes that expands the further classification land use. 

In this phase of several investigations are done for the Semantic labelling of satellite and aerial 

images using neural networks deep. Meanwhile the initial work on extraction of road using CNN [19], 
numerous readings explored on deep neural systems for instinctive handling of satellite and aerial 

information. The current workings by means of deep learning habitually emphasis on the usage of Fully 

Convolutional Networks, a design primarily aimed for semantic separation of multimedia pictures, and 
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then effectively useful to information of remote sensing on numerous resolves. This category of deep 
replicas attained admirable outcomes on very great determination datasets [20], habitually joined with 

multiscale investigation [21], graphical method on post-processing [22] and border estimate [23]. The 

similar constructions were also effective for roads and building abstraction through satellite images [24, 

25, 26] at an expressively worse determination. 
 

The satellite image analysis is deployed on recently started using Deep learning methods. Such 

land use ordering using these implements is still right on emerging literature. Undoubtedly the RST 
readings contain the submission of convolutional networks for usage of land classification [27] through 

UC Merced usage of land dataset [28] that has spanning images of 2100 and classes 21) then the 

organization of agricultural imageries of coffee farmsteads [29]. Comparable initial trainings on use of 
land ordering that work on techniques of deep learning are [30], [31], and [32]. In [33], a spatial pyramid 

merging method is engaged for use of land sorting using imagery of satellite.  

Chen et al. [34] introduced classification of hyperspectral data using deep learning. The article 

tried to gain the highest accuracy of classification results over hyperspectral data by converging deep 
learning, logistic regression and principal component analysis (PCA). Furthermore, this paper used 

stacked auto encoders for high-dimensional feature extraction. The considered datasets were NASA’s 

KSC dataset and Pavia dataset which are geospatial data exposed to SAE-LR, which is the proposed 
methodology to classify the hyperspectral data. Furthermore, the experimental results presented the 

proposed model as a competing method towards classifying the high-dimensional hyperspectral datasets.  

Euro SAT classification [35] author introduced the huge scale covering established on land cover 
and land use organization dataset built on satellite image of Sentinel-2. Each image in the dataset is 

considered then referenced as geo and out multi-spectral of RGB variety of dataset and providing 

standards for the projected EURO SAT dataset by means of Convolutional Neural Networks and then 

evaluated the concert of respectively spectral band of satellite image of Sentinel-2 for patch established 
on land cover and land use classification.  

 

The modern models of deep learning are the closely related topic for the detection of object and 
image segmentation of remote sensing. Approximately the initial effort that grows and relates networks of 

deep neural for this chore [36]. Illustrations of current revisions contain [37] and [38], where the novelists 

suggest a semantic segmentation method for image by joining texture structures and border discovery in 

an end to end trainable design. Data of Remote-sensing and methods of deep learning has remained to 
usage of further related culminations, for illustration ground-level of geo-localization photos through 

image of satellite [39, 40] or forecasting image scene of ground-level since consistent aerial imagery [41]. 

Further presentations have involved predicting study estimations on deficiency stages in numerous 
countries in Africa by a RST knowledge to forecast stages of darkness lights (measured as delegations of 

commercial action and restrained by satellites) from visual-range, day-time images from Maps of Google, 

then transporting the knowledge from this layer job to the prior [42]. 
The recent available image data is analysed the urban environments. In [43, 44], this authors 

advise to usage of similar kinds of images from Street View of Google to extent the connection among 

urban advent and superiority of life events like professed security. Aimed at the hand care regular image 

structures commonly used in the vision of computer community, and train a superficial classifier of 
machine learning. In a related way, [45] qualified a convolution neural network on Street View ground-

level images combined with a gathering sourced machine for gathering labels of ground truth to forecast 

subjective insights of urban atmospheres like “beauty”, “liveliness” and “wealth”. 
In this researcher, sadeq Dezhkam, Bhman et al [46] has shown the efficacy of urban 

development modelling in their provincial planning of land use through a combined presentation of 

geographic information, remote sensing system and modelling of CA subsystems for improved 
management of spatiotemporal features of physical world urban procedures. The method also attends a 

decision sustenance tool to aid the city executives understand the result. 
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In this communication, a novel framework is projected to discover the footprints of building for a 
given dataset and given explanation is overtaking after the dimension of the building is somewhat big but 

for minor footprints of buildings methods does not prosper to identify appropriately. To overcome these 

authors prathap, Afanasyev [47] considered two approaches one is to choose the dataset for training and 

further including unsupervised deep learning methods. 
Here author saneev kumar and sujit [48] has tried to visualize high-dimensional geospatial data 

and introduced the frame work using the deep learning in context of GIS technology. Using the spatial 

instances can be analysed and feature extracted using CNN and temporal instances using RNN and 
LSTM. At present they focused on to visualization tools that are generated on geospatial data as well as 

statistical results.  

Whereas all these workings explored data mixture of numerous sensors, the study did not 
presence of extremely handled, semantically comfortable information like Open Street Map stages. 

Certainly, in 2000 the introduction of Open Street Map (OSM) and Maps of Google was done, data maps 

became usually accessible and it is mostly used inside the applications of remote sensing. Initially, they 

used targets for algorithms of deep learning, like the seminal exertion of Mnih [49], meanwhile these 
layers previously deliver exact info about the footprints of roads and buildings. Further current 

mechanisms in simultaneous recording and organization [14] and classification of large-scale [24, 50] are 

relying on OSM information to achieve learning of supervised. The cohort of Open Street Map raster’s 
from images of optical with Networks of Generative Adversarial has investigated [51], but the novelists 

may not estimate their technique with sorting the interested perceptually coherent image-to-image 

conversion. Following, the layers of map can use as inputs for handling flow to produce novel data for 
geo-spatial. While the attention and the feature of the explanations from open GIS differ a lot dependent 

on the user’s information and quantity of providers, this information may hold related info for mapping 

definite classes and areas. A deterministic outline to generate land cover and land use maps after crowd 

sourced maps like OSM information was projected in [52]. Learning of Machine implements (a variant of 
random forest) also permit connection remote sensing and Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) to 

forecast natural experience [53] and native weather zones [54], while energetic deep learning aids result 

unlabelled substances in OSM [55]. 
In this author, has discussed [56] the implications of data in big remote sensing. remote sensing of 

Big data contains a variation of data in remotely sensed from dissimilar spectral reflectance, dissimilar 

ground spatial determinations, and dissimilar positions (like radar, optical, microwave, etc.), as well the 

information from other fields, like archaeology, economics, demographics. Formerly, a trinity outline for 
considerate remote sensing in big data has planned for individuals who possess big data, persons who can 

deliver methods of data, and individuals who want to abuse big data to resolve everyday difficulties. In 

relations of outline, mutual and separate experiments of big data devise deliberated in the situation of 
applications in remote sensing. In direction to assistance from big data in remote sensing, accurate data 

from dissimilar causes would be initial recognized to resolve a precise submission. Excluding for multi-

temporal, multi-resolution, multi-radiometric data of remote sensing, how to recognize associated 
corresponding out of domain information and in what way to acquire those information sets signify the 

major contest for remote sensing in big data request. Then, a fresh information procedure would be wisely 

calculated for processing of data, fusion of data and so on. 

 
The researcher planned to recognize whether techniques [57] of parallelization can have 

overawed limits practical in sequential tools while employed with developing existing illustrations of big 

data. Customary sequential tools might still effort with datasets by smearing feature abstraction or 
selection methods, as well succeeding dimensionality decreases or smart resampling. The knowledge 

evaluations are despite the accessibility of numerous techniques of parallelization, objective an exact 

limited customary of appropriate similar tools happen in the source of open field for our existing difficult 
space of exhausting similar SVMs. By relating techniques of parallelization will lead to important speed 

ups for the irritated support and for separate testing and training procedure. 
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4. Why we use Open Street Map Instead of Google Maps? 

 

There is no crucial reply as which one is superior. These two devise numerous resemblances as 
alterations. This are built on dissimilar essentials, nevertheless they resolve the similar basic humanoid 

requisite to distinguish “WHERE”. The main alteration among these two drawing locations is a 

theoretical “Closed” vs. “Open” method with in what way the information is composed and disseminated.  

In 2004 the Open Street Map is born in UK, by the period data sources of map remained measured by 
secluded and legislative players. They remained exclusive and extremely preventive which build them 

available only through huge corporations. The knowledge over OSM is to resolve the difficulties by using 

Wikipedia alike model and make free, world map is edited and it make completely through volunteer 
exertions of online crowds. The easy use of data sources for open map remained so great that nowadays 

OSM has 2.2 million over disclosed workers who remain hand creating an exhaustive map in the entire 

world. 

This approach of crowdsourcing has remained accredited by Google which too twisted the 
workers in directive to progress its maps. At 2008, the corporation announced Google Map Maker, where 

it is used as comparable method and boundary to OSM in direction to collect local information from 

persons enthusiastic to give wherever map information was tough for buying. The key change among 
these two facilities is that each correction you create to OSM is retained by our self the communal, though 

each alteration you create in Google Maps are retained by Google. 

The community of OSM creates the scheme so superior. Thousands of helpers totally around 
world are apprising the map as their biosphere changes nearby them. Each apprise is instantly noticeable 

to further users besides is description organized. These not at all commercial map cycle issues, 

appreciations and KPIs that are distinctive to huge societies. 

Individual’s might claim that this method might sort Open Street Map susceptible to mapping 
destruction then in reality locked basis maps are similarly helpless. On the further pointer, the energetic 

OSM community mapping is rapid to reply such actions by instructing users and changing them into 

providers. The authority of OSM municipal is noticeable specially when a charitable disaster hits 
anywhere in the biosphere. At 2010, Haiti is island  and smarted from a 7 idea scale earthquake, the 

community of OSM required impartial a pair of periods to map the entire island from image satellite, 

which permitted respite labours to appropriately organize release tasks and except several survives, 
although maps of commercial needed no means of replying in such a small period. The most recent 

Earthquake in Nepal sees the assistances over 2,000 helpers maps answering to the disaster inside 48 

hours. 

This municipal is too safeguards the high value and granularity of maps in OSM. Though Google 
expends quite a portion of period and possessions on keeping maps up to date, the quality of data is not 

essential restored than OSM. In various, express less established regions, the community of OSM has 

achieved to advance even in greater data granularity than any further source of map.  
Data map used by Commercial providers generally emphasis on modernizing map structures 

which are gainful to trade. Meanwhile the community of OSM ensures to take anxiety about maps selling, 

it permits the unrestricted to be inspired and create maps dedicated on sailors,  cyclists, hikers,  physically 

confronted,  and virtually any attention group. we can map yields, the quantity of windows on Territory 
State Structure or even the stage of a specific tree. Uniform when it originates to directing and steering, 

OSM does not visit behindhand. Telenav has initiated by means of Open Street Map information in their 

Skobbler triangulation app. 
 

 In detail, several key societies are selecting OSM aimed at maps. At 2012 February, Foursquare 

exchanged to the Open Street Map motorized Map box stage. At 2013 March, OSM is started used by 
Wikipedia as well. Craig’s list usages it for searching for apartment and straight Apple is used data of 

https://www.geoawesomeness.com/google-bans-community-map-edit-after-urinating-robot-prank/
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/us2010rja6.php
https://www.mapbox.com/blog/mapping-nepal/
https://www.mapbox.com/blog/mapping-nepal/
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/open-street-map-was-faster-in-mapping-north-korea-than-google-maps/
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/open-street-map-was-faster-in-mapping-north-korea-than-google-maps/
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/open-street-map-was-faster-in-mapping-north-korea-than-google-maps/
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/open-street-map-was-faster-in-mapping-north-korea-than-google-maps/
http://openseamap.org/index.php?id=openseamap&L=1
http://www.opencyclemap.org/
http://waymarkedtrails.org/en/
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/HaptoRender
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/HaptoRender
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/navigation-companies-move-openstreetmap-like-telenav/
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/navigation-companies-move-openstreetmap-like-telenav/
https://i2.wp.com/www.geoawesomeness.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/OSM-routing-Geoaweosmeness.png?ssl=1
https://i2.wp.com/www.geoawesomeness.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/OSM-routing-Geoaweosmeness.png?ssl=1
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/to-pay-or-not-to-pay-google-maps-dilemma/
https://www.geoawesomeness.com/to-pay-or-not-to-pay-google-maps-dilemma/
https://www.mapbox.com/?utm_source=geoawesomeness&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=sponsorship
https://www.mapbox.com/?utm_source=geoawesomeness&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=sponsorship
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/10/04/craigslist-rolls-out-new-map-view-feature-for-apartment-searches/
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2012/10/04/craigslist-rolls-out-new-map-view-feature-for-apartment-searches/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/05/04/apple-finally-gives-proper-credit-to-openstreetmap-in-iphoto-for-ios/
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OSM in maps. Further prevalent stages by means of OSM driven maps are GitHub, Road trippers, 
Pinterest and Strava are few names. 

These have two key motives. Primary one is flexibility. The OSM is arranged for any shaping we want to 

relate for our development, no substance if it is a scientific visualisation of one casual predefined Map 

box graces. Another motive of this Open Street Map is constantly accessible for free of cost to customers, 
creators and corporations. It even permits us to copy all the offline maps if we want to reduce it in to a 

specific language. Apart from maps OSM scheme is sustained by a series of advanced schemes of open 

source software that developing earlier than any locked obtained competitor. Approximately famous 
instances are library of map nikcarto graphical, engine routing of osrm , engine geocoding 

nominate , leaflet is library of map, library of turf analysis of geospatial, apart from several facilities and 

investigational implements presence accessible by mapping stages like Mapzen and Map box. 
 

 

5. Conclusion: 

 
This paper evidently presents the flow of LULC change analysis process and also provides a 

detailed discussion on techniques and the challenges faced during every stage of the LULC process. In 

present scenario the LULC changes employing the predication methods in the provision of judgments to 
the land resource management. The information is mainly used to calculate the data with new techniques 

that can give the clear understand of the process. Based on the scope of study using Land Use/ Land 

Cover with Big Data Analyses will give good results. 
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